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ABSTRACT

In this work we address the problem of all pole spectral enve-

lope estimation for speech signals. The currently widely used

all pole spectral envelopemodel suffers fromwell-known sys-

tematic errors and more severely frommodel order mismatch.

We will propose a procedure to first establish a band limited

interpolation of the observed spectrum using a recently re-

discovered true envelope estimator and then using the band
limited envelope to derive an all pole envelope model named

TE-LPC . The band-limited envelope that is used to derive the

all pole envelope model reduces the problem of the unknown

all pole model order.

For the experimental investigation we propose a new

perceptually motivated residual spectral peak flatness mea-

sure. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed

method significantly increases the spectral flatness for the per-

ceptually especially important low order harmonics of voiced

utterances.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several speaker modification applications as [1] are based on

the extraction of the spectral envelope information from the

speech signals giving special attention to voiced speech seg-

ments. This task can be achieved using various techniques

offering different advantages and limitations.

Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) [2] is a well-known tech-

nique used for parametric representation of the spectrum in

speech signals. Its main advantage comes from the all-

pole characteristics of a simplified vocal tract model and

the straightforward analogy of a source filter model with the

speech production system. An alternative representation of

the LPC polynomials, the Line Spectrum Frequencies (LSF)

[3] offers advantageous interpolation properties.

We denote the term "spectral envelop" as a smooth func-

tion passing through the prominent peaks of the spectrum.

For voiced speech, these peaks are principally related to the

pitch harmonics, and therefore, the spectral envelope should

be a transfer function that, if inverted, renders the sequence

of spectral peaks as flat as possible. In this context, despite

its advantages, the spectral envelope obtained by LPC suffers

from a number of drawbacks. The first one is a model mis-

match problem, related to the fact that the correct order of the

all-pole model used in LPC for matching the signal spectrum

is unknown, and usually it can hardly be obtained. Moreover,

even if the model order were known, the spectral estimation

contains systematic errors as a consequence of the aliasing

that is taking place in the spectral domain due to the fact that

the harmonic spectrum is sub-sampling the spectral envelope.

These problems are especially manifested in voiced and high-

pitched signals.

In our investigationwe found that when using the standard

LPC model for envelope estimation the perceptively particu-

larly important information of the spectral envelope around

the first few harmonics will be specially affected. These par-

tials are important because they are individually resolved in

the auditory system. Information that can be expected to be

contained in the spectral envelope of these partials is the per-

ceived speech quality (as voice "pressure" [4]), and formant

dynamics.

Our proposition to improve the spectral envelope estima-

tion is based on the true envelope estimator [5], for which an
efficient real time implementation has recently been proposed

[6]. This estimator is an iterative cepstral based technique

that allows efficient estimation of the spectral envelope with-

out the shortcomings of the discrete cepstrum [7], [8]. The

resulting estimation can be interpreted as a band limited in-

terpolation of the observed sub-sampled spectral envelope.

Using the true envelope estimation as input for the all pole
model we follow the basic idea of [9] that is to keep the advan-

tages offered by LPC speech processing but use interpolated

envelope information with the aim of reduce the impact of

the order mismatch described above, because the access or-

der can not be used to flatten parts of the spectrum that are

not related to spectral peaks. Results show a better perfor-

mance of the proposed TE-LPC in a perceptually motivated

spectral-peaks flatness measure, which is especially apparent

in the low-frequency region.
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The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we de-

scribe some deficiencies of the LPC modeling. The men-

tioned true envelope estimation is briefly described in section
3. The proposed modification in the LPC modeling is pre-

sented in section 4. A new spectral peak related spectral flat-

ness measure and a comparison between conventional LPC

and TE-ELPC performed on different speakers is found in

section 5. The work ends with the results and conclusion in

section 6.

2. LIMITATIONS OF LPC FITTING THE SPECTRAL
ENVELOPE OF VOICED SPEECH

2.1. Autocorrelation matching

The use of LPC modeling implies some drawbacks fitting the

spectral envelope. As we noted before, it suffers from system-

atic errors modeling the speech spectra specially manifested

in harmonic segments (voiced speech) and being increased for

high-pitched signals: the peaks of the spectral envelope esti-

mated by LPC are highly biased towards the pitch harmonics.

In part, the problem is due to the fact that the autocorrelation

function computed from a sampled spectrum is an aliased ver-

sion of the original continuous case [10] . As consequence,

LPC matches the autocorrelation of an all-pole model with a

distorted autocorrelation of the original signal. High-pitched

signals contain fewer harmonics in the spectral representa-

tion, and therefore, the aliasing effect grows, leading to in-

creased modeling errors. Using the discrete all pole (DAP)
model [10] solves the problem if the transfer function is an

all-pole filter and the order of the model is known. Unfortu-

nately, the iterative optimization of the DAP model is compu-

tationally very demanding and its assumptions are generally

not fulfilled.

2.2. Model mismatch and error criteria

An all-pole model is a simplified version of the acoustic

model of the speech production system. However, it is not al-

ways well adapted to fit the speech spectra. Due to the form of

the excitation pulse and for nasal sounds, due to the coupling

between vocal and nasal cavities, the envelope of the speech

spectrum will contain zeros that cannot be modeled by an all-

pole transfer function. A possible solution to overcome this

problem is to significantly increase the model order. Even if

the observed spectral envelope could be correctly modeled by

an all-pole filer the model order remains unknown.

Finally, the criteria of minimal residual energy used for

LPC modeling is equivalent to the maximization of a spectral

flatness measure of the complete residual spectrum [11]. For

harmonic spectra, however, a spectral peaks flatness measure

as for example the one used in the DAP model [10] is much

more appropriate. Using the classical spectral flatness mea-

sure it is possible to keep some envelope features remaining

in the residual spectrum. For the non-harmonic case, there are

no more "valleys" formed by the harmonic peaks, and there-

fore, a spectral flatness measure that takes the whole spec-

trum into account is much more sensible. In that context, we

can say that LPC performs better spectral fitting in unvoiced

speech.
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Fig. 1. True envelope estimator iterations

3. SPECTRAL ENVELOPE ESTIMATION BY TRUE
ENVELOPE

The true envelope estimator has been proposed originally in
[5]. Recently the iterative procedure has been significantly

improved such that the computational costs are in the simi-

lar to the costs of the Levinson recursion such that real time

processing can be achieved [6].

True envelope estimation is based on cepstral smoothing
of the amplitude spectrum. Let X(k) the K-point DFT of the
signal frame x(n) andCi(k) the cepstral representation of the
smoothed spectral envelope at iteration i. The algorithm then
iteratively updates the smoothing input spectrum Ai(k) with
themaximumof the original spectrum and the current cepstral

representation

Ai(k) = max(log (|X(k)|), Ci−1(k)) (1)

and applies the cepstral smoothing to Ai(k) to obtain Ci(k).
The procedure is initialized settingA0(k) = log (|X(k)|) and
starting the cepstral smoothing to obtain C0(k).
As shown in Fig. 1 the estimated envelope will steadily

grow. The algorithms stops if for all k the relation Ai(k) <
Ci(k) + θ is true with θ being a user supplied threshold. For
the current experiments θ = 2dB has been used. Given the
fact that the cepstral order is limited the true envelope esti-
mator performs a band limited interpolation of the prominent

spectral peaks. The peaks that will be considered as promi-

nent depend on the cepstral order. If a spectral envelope for an

harmonic spectrum with fundamental frequency f0 and sam-

ple rate Fs is required it is easy to show that the optimal order
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is Fs

2f0

. Because the cepstral order can be changed indepen-

dently for each frame the method allows to optimally interpo-

late the observed spectral peaks. Explicite peak selection that

is necessary for the DAP estimator as well as for the discrete

cepstre is not required.

4. TRUE ENVELOPE LPC MODELING

The nature of the drawbacks presented in the spectral mod-

eling of voiced speech by the conventional LPC technique

shows that LPC performance is limited by the method itself

and also depends on the local characteristics of the signal.

Besides the fact that the autocorrelation function used in

LPC suffers some aliasing, it does not represent the desired

spectral information to be modeled since we are interested in

fitting the spectral envelope as close as possible and not the

original spectra. Accordingly we follow the proposition of [9]

to first interpolate the spectrum using optimal band limited

interpolation and then impose an high order all-pole model

such that the LSF representation of the spectral envelope is

still achievable. Besides this advantage we conjecture that

the high order LPC model will obtain a better representation

of the spectral narrow formants which are generally to broad

after the band limited interpolation.

Denoting the K-point DFT of the speech segment x(n) as
X(wk), and the true envelope estimator as the operator ET,

we can summarize the steps for the proposed modification as

follows

ET : X(ωk) → ET (ωk) (2)

We obtain the autocorrelation function RE(i) of the estimated

spectral envelope by IDFT.

RET (i) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

ET (ωk)2ejωki (3)

Now, the new TE-LPC filter coefficients are computed re-

solving the well-known Yule-Walker equations system with

the modified autocorrelation information

2
6664

RET (0) RET (−1) . . . RET (−p)
RET (1) RET (0) . . . RET (−p + 1)
...

...
. . .

...
RET (p) RET (−1) . . . RET (0)

3
7775

2
6664

1
â1

...
âp

3
7775=

2
6664

êp

0
...
0

3
7775 (4)

We remark that after the modification of the autocorrelation

function, the minimal residual energy characteristic of LPC is

no longer valid. Related to the original signal, the resulting

predictor is not optimal in the sense of the MSE criteria but it

is supposed to fit closer the spectral envelope. A comparison

between LPC and TE-LPC is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Example of LPC and TE-LPC spectral fitting (model
order=50)

5. EVALUATION

A widely used measure for the performance of an LPC model

is based on measuring the whitening property of the inverse

filter. The Spectral Flatness Measure, SFM, is defined as the

ratio between geometric and arithmetic averages of a power

spectrum according to

SFMdb(S(ωi)) = −20 log 10

Gm(S(ωi))

Am(S(ωi))
(5)

Where

Gm(S(ωi)) = 1/N

√√√√ N∏
i=1

|S(ωi)|2 (6)

Am(S(ωi)) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|S(ωi)|
2 (7)

Decibel values are often used so in the case of a constant spec-

trum SFM=0 dB. DenotingX(ωk) and Â(ωk) as the K-point
DFT of voiced speech and their correspondent all-pole model,

we may express the residual SFM as follows

SFM(Sr(ωk)) = SFM(X(ωk)/Â(ωk)) (8)

However, as we mentioned before, for voiced speech we are

interested in the spectral flatness of spectral peaks of the resid-

ual spectra. To stay as close as possible to the original spectral

flatness measure we are not using the discrete Itakura-Saito

measure proposed for DAP but we are going to use a discrete

version of the SFM which takes into account the harmonic

peaks only. This spectral-peaks flatness measure, SPFM, is

defined according to

SPFMdb(Sr(ω̂i)) = −20 log 10

Gm(Sr(ω̂i))

Am(Sr(ω̂i))
(9)
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For

Sr(ω̂i) = Sr(ωi), ∀ ωk ≈ (hF0), hF0 < FS (10)

For the following comparison, we define the low band as
the low-pass spectral band containing the first few harmonic

peaks (4 for this test), and the high band for the rest of har-
monic or quasi-harmonic peaks (defined as the spectral max-

ima closer to expected harmonic frequencies). This choice

has a psycho-acoustic basis: in the auditory humanmodel, the

first harmonics are resolved in individual perceptual bands, in

contrast to the rest, for which an average of some peaks takes

effect in each band. For completeness, even if we are mainly

interested in the low band case, we will evaluate the SPFM

also in the high band and the whole spectrum.

We evaluate the SPFM on normalized voiced speech

residuals computed from conventional LPC and the proposed

TE-LPC on low-medium pitched signals (male speakers) and

high pitched signals (female speakers).

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 contains the resume of the results obtained with a

speech corpus composed of 100 phonetically-balanced utter-

ances of 4 different speakers (3 males, 1 female), the f0 av-

erages over all the sentences for each speaker are also shown.

As performance measure we used the reduction percentage

of the SPFM performed by TE-LPC compared to LPC. The

evaluation was done with 2 different model orders.

Low band High band Whole Unvoiced
(0-4f0) (4f0 − FS) spectrum speech

order=56 SPFM reduction percentage [%]
female 60 6 13 3
male 1 41 1 2 3
male 2 36 1 2 5
male 3 28 1 2 5

order=80 - - - -
female 60 20 25 16
male 1 45 3 5 4
male 2 39 1 2 3
male 3 42 0 2 2

Table 1. LPC and TE-LPC performance comparison for dif-
ferent speakers with f̄0 = 242Hz, 153Hz, 131Hz and 129Hz

respectively.

As expected, the results show that TE-LPC performs bet-

ter SPFM maximization in all the cases we measured. While

the improvements are rather small if measured over the whole

spectrum or the high frequency band, they are significant

in the perceptually especially important low frequency band.

The improvement is bigger for high-pitched signals and is not

very sensitive to the model order for the selected order values.

Improvements found for the unvoiced cases could be due to

voiced and mixed parts remaining in the unvoiced segments.

In conclusion, the proposed TE-LPC method performs

better spectral envelope extraction of voiced speech in the per-

ceptually important low-band region, allowing to improve ap-

plications where spectral envelope extraction is involved. The

authors are currently investigating into objective performance

comparison between the DAP and TE-LPC method.
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